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The fire sprinkler industry in Canada continues to evolve and positive developments are 
evident across the country. In fact, the Q1 issue of CASAnotes identifies many of the 
accomplishments of our Association Staff and Members over the past year.  
 
Many of us are aware and even involved directly in the ongoing work around code 
improvement, training, compulsory certification, best practices and other broad initiatives. 
There are also forward steps being made in the residential sector of our industry through 
new coalitions and partnerships that will surely facilitate more informed decisions about 
fire protection in these environments. All of this ensures the best fire protection possible 
now and in the future.  
 
Another critical element of the future of our industry is the need to ensure that we foster 
a new generation of players. That’s being addressed on several fronts through expanded 
marketing and training initiatives and significant outreach through various social media 
channels. We really do have a responsibility to help cultivate these future industry 
veterans and that goal should be front and center among our priorities.  
 
Our AMS meetings continue to be well attended and productive in terms of input. 
Following on our last meeting in November, we’ve enacted some changes to our trade 
show policy that will accommodate more contemporary floor displays. We’re also working 
towards fee adjustments that may contribute to increasing the number of vendors and 
attendees at the Canadian based conferences starting with the next annual event in 
Prince Edward Island.  
 
The last time we held our Annual Conference in Las Vegas in 2013, we set a record for 
Canadian attendees. All indications are that we will surpass that mark when we gather 
again at the Red Rock Casino, Resort & Spa in early May.  
 
Our AMS members have provided positive feedback regarding the partnership with NFSA 
and AMRACI in terms of these jointly-held events. The Canadian participation levels have 
exceeded all past events and the specific benefit to our contractor members is quite 
evident when walking the expo floor. With an equitable financial arrangement in place 
between associations, it’s been the overwhelming consensus of the AMS group at this 
point to continue the NAFSE format. I’m looking forward to seeing everyone at this year’s 
event. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
 
Bryan Callaghan  


